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Improvement and road infrastructure safeguarding is program into strategy planning who proclaimed by central although territory government. Road safeguarding program by Pesawaran regency government in this time still obstacle of things that have a quality technical although institution. This complication that form the background of writer doing research for knowing how Implementation of Strategy Planning Pesawaran Regency Government by Official Public Works in Road Safeguarding Program, specifically for regency road the research using teori substratum of organization strategy, program strategy, resource support strategy, and institutional strategy which using kualitative descriptive research method. The research done in Pesawaran regency government specifically in official public works knowing institutional problem that block implementation program. The informant contexts of three persons who having function as department head sector, head of directorate central of highway construction and maintenance and leader just of road safeguarding section by using penetrate interview, documentation study and observation. Analysis technical of data for the research is by processing data reduction data presentation and draw a conclusion of the data be gotten.

Final value of discussion of the research be able known that the problem happen in official public works in implementation program strategy planning of road safeguarding. The conclusion of the research in strategy of official public works in doing road repair and safeguarding program obstacle by institution problem such as calculation and apparat us willingness which is not going in well yet. The suggestion that able I inform is territory government must improve of coordination with other institution that have the power and improve of cooperation with private side in formulate each programs that planned for handling set of problem road damage and the indolent of road safeguarding program.
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